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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELMNAIUES 

In [ 111 P. R. Halmos suggested the problem of classifying the operators 
that have a unique best approximation among the nonnegative operators 
(a unique positive approximant) in one norm or another. For the operator 
norm this problem was solved in [Z, 73. Those results were generalized in 
[IS, 12, 41, and other papers. The problem of approximation in trace norm 
was specifically excluded in [4], and it was noted how the methods given 
there failed in the case of the trace norm. Normal operators with a unique 
positive approximant in trace norm are characterized by [S] and the result 
is a striking contrast to the results in [4, 71. This paper uses a theorem of 
T. Ando and other new techniques to determine when certain nonnormal 
operators have a unique positive approximant in trace norm. The author is 
grateful to Professor Ando for his suggestions concerning an earlier version 
of this paper. 

We are concerned throughout this paper with (bounded linear) 
operators on a separable complex Hilbert space H. For any operator T we 
use the associated operator ITI = (T* T)l” and the Cartesian decom- 
position T=B+iC with B=i(T+ T*) and C= (1/2i)(T- T*). We refer to 
B as re T and to C as im T. For a compact operator T we let sl(T), 
SAT), . . . denote the eigenvalues of ITI in nonincreasing order repeated 
according to multiplicity. If we have 

then we say that T is trace class and the preceding sum is the trace norm, 
denoted 11 Tj1, . If T is not trace class then 11 TII , is defined to be infinity. 

For a self-adjoint operator B we define B+ to be $( IBI + B) and BP to be 
+(lBl -B); we note that B= B+ -B- and IBI =B+ + B-. If E(.) is the 
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spectral measure for B then it follows from the usual operational calculus 
that R+ = BE([O, co]) and B- = BE(( -co, 01). If T is a given operator 
and P is a nonnegative operator such that 

00 > IIT-PII, and II T- RII I b II T- PII I 

for every nonnegative operator R then we say that P is a trace class positive 
approximant of T. 

We shall use the following inequality for the trace class operator T, 
where {ej> is some orthonormal set; 

This follows for the corollary on p. 40 of [13]. 
In [5] the next theorem was proved using the theory of the Weyl 

spectrum as stated in [3, 63. This theorem and the next theorem provide a 
proper context for considering positive approximation in trace norm. 

1.1. THEOREM. For a given operator T = B + iC, B* = B, C* = C, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 

class. (i) Th 
ere exists a nonnegative operator P such that T-P is trace 

(ii) The operator C is trace class and the spectrum of B, denoted 
o(B), not in the interval [0, 00) consists of isolated eigenvalues, say {Aj} 
repeated according to multiplicity, such that cj lAjl < co. 

(iii) The operator (T- B + ) is trace class. 

The next theorem, which was proved in [S], shows that trace class 
positive approximants exist. The proof regards the trace class operators on 
H as the Banach space dual of the compact operators on H. (See p. 48 of 
[13], for example.) Then the proof exploits various facts from functional 
analysis and elementary topology. 

1.2. THEOREM. If the operator T satisfies one of the conditions in 
Theorem 1.1 then T has a trace class positive approximant. 

2. ANDO'S THEOREM 

The purpose of this section is to extend the theorem proved by T. Ando 
in [ 1 ] for a finite dimensional Hilbert space to a separable Hilbert space. 
Because the proof given in [l] does not readily generalize, we supply a 
complete proof for the theorem and the relevant corollaries. 
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Given various results in [lo], the next lemma is not surprising. 
However, we could not find a suitable reference, so we supply a proof. 

2.1. LEMMA. Let B be a trace class operator and V be a contraction. The 
equation tr VB = tr 1 BI is true if and only if VB = 1 BI. 

Proof Let U (Bj be the usual polar factorization of B, and let (e,} be 
an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors of I Bj with li denoting the 
eigenvalue corresponding to ej. Note that 

tr VB=c (VBej,e,)=c (VUIBlej,ej)=~Aj(VUe,,e~i). 
J i i 

Assume that tr VB = tr I BI; since tr VB is real, we have 

tr VB=c Ajre( VUej, ej) 

and since VU is a contraction, it must be that 

lj re( VUej, e,) 6 Aj every j. 

The inequalities 

(*) 

trVB=~Ajre(VUej,ej)<~Aj=trIBI=trVB 
i J 

imply that re( VUe,, e,) # 0 whenever 5 # 0. Provided lj # 0 equality must 
hold in (*); thus, 

which implies that VUej = ej. 
If ,?, = 0 then ]B] ej = 0 and Bej = 0, so VB = VU IBI coincides with 1 BI 

on the basis { ej}. This proves that VB = I BI and the converse is trivial. 

The preceding lemma is a key step in the proof of Ando’s theorem. 

2.2. ANDO'S THEOREM. Let T be an operator satisfying one of the 
conditions in Theorem 1.1. If there is a contraction V and a nonnegative 
operator R such that 

re V<O, (re V) R = 0, and V(T-R)=(T-RI. 

then R is a trace class positive approximant of T. Provided that T is trace 
class there is such a contraction V and it can be chosen common to all trace 
class positive approximants. 
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Proof: First we show that the conditions on V and R suffice to con- 
clude that R is a trace class positive approximant. For any nonnegative 
operator P it is easy to see that 

and 

Since 

we have 

tr((re V) P) = tr(P”*(re V) P1/*) < 0 

re tr VP = re tr P1/*VP1/* = tr P’/*(re V) P1/* = tr((re V) P). 

re tr( VT) - tr((re V) P) = re tr V( T- P) 

G II VII II T- PII 1 

G IIT-PIII, 

(I T- PII 1 2 re tr( VT) = re tr V( T- R) 

=trIT-RI=IIT-R(I,. 

It follows that R is a trace class positive approximant for T. 
Let R be a trace class positive approximant for T. We shall now show 

the existence of V. Recall that the Banach space conjugate of the trace class 
operators with the trace norm is the space of all operators with the 
operator norm. (See p. 47 of [ 131, for example.) Since the open ball with 
center T and radius 6 = II T- RI1 1 does not intersect the nonnegative 
operators, there is a continuous linear functional that separates the two. 
(See p. 417 of [9], for example.) Thus, there is an operator V such that 

retr V(T+A)>retr VP 

for every operator A with /AlI 1 < 6 and every nonnegative trace class 
operator P. Since the quantity 

re tr VP = re tr P”*VP”* = tr P’/*(re V) PI’* = tr(re V) P 

is bounded uniformly in P, it must be that 

re I/<0 

and the inequality implies that V # 0. 
It is straightforward to see that 

inf{re tr VA: llAII1 <S} = -6 I( V(J. 
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Thus, we have 

re tr VT- 6 11 VII 3 0 

and dividing by 11 VI/, if necessary, we may assume that I/ VII = 1. Note that 

retr VTbG= IIT-RII, 

and 

Thus, 

[IT--RIj,<retr V(T-R)<ltr V(T-R)I 

d II VII II T- RII I = II T- RI1 I. 

re tr VT>re tr VT-re tr VR 

or 

0 b tr R’12( -re V) R1i2. 

This implies that (re V) R = 0. 
The final property of V follows from Lemma 2.1 and the equations 

retr V(T-R)=(tr V(T-R)I=I/T-RIJ,=trIT-RI. 

For positive approximants in the operator norm the order structure for 
nonnegative operators is very important, as demonstrated in [7]. The next 
corollary suggests that the order structure is not very useful for trace class 
positive approximants. 

2.3. COROLLARY. If R, and R, are trace class positive approximants for 
the trace class operator T then R, - R, is unitarily equivalent to R, - R,. 
Consequently R, 2 R, implies R, = R, and if 0 is a trace class positive 
approximant then it is the unique trace class positive approximant. 

Proof Let V be the contraction given by Ando’s theorem. Since 

V(T-Ri)=(T-R,I for j=1,2 

and for any vector f 

II(T-Rj)fII = II IT-Rjl fll, 

we see that V is isometric on the range of T - Rj, denoted (T - Rj) H, for 
j= 1, 2. It follows that each (T - Rj) H and (R, - R2) H are contained in 
the kernel of (I- V* I’). Thus, V is isometric on (R, - R2) H and 
CR,-R,)H. 
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Since (re I’) Rj = 0 for j = 1, 2, it follows that V coincides with i im V on 
(R, - .R2) ZZ. Note that 

(iim V)(R, - R,)= V(R, - R2) 

= V(T- R2)- V(T- R,) 

= IT- R,I - IT- R,I. 

Thus, (i im V)(R, -R,) is self adjoint and im V(R, -R,) = (R2- R,) im V. 
It follows that (R, - R,) is unitarily equivalent to (R2 - R,). 

2.4. COROLLARY. Let A = B + iC, B< 0, C* = C be an operator satis- 
fying one of the conditions in Theorem 1.1. Then 0 is a trace class positive 
approximant for A. 

ProojI If f belongs to the kernel of A then 

O=(Af,f >=(Bf,f >+i(GXf > 

and 

which proves that f belongs to the kernel of B. Thus, 

O=Af=Bf+iCf=iCf 

and so f belongs to the kernels of C and A* = B - iC. By the symmetry of 
the argument we conclude that 

kerA=kerA* 

and 

If U IAl is any polar factorization of A then it follows from the preceding 
paragraph that U maps (IAl H)- = (A*H)- = (AH)- isometrically onto 
(AH) -. Let U equal -Z on (AH)‘. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that A is 
trace class and, consequently, IAl is diagonalizable. Consideration of an 
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of IAl shows that re U < 0. It follows 
from the equation 

U*(A-0)= IA-01 

and Theorem 2.2 that 0 is a trace class positive approximant of A. 
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3. OPERATORS WITH NONNEGATIVE OR NONPOSITIVE REAL PART 

It is difficult to construct trace class positive approximate for nonnormal 
operators; no general formula is known for a canonical trace class positive 
approximant. Indeed, evidence suggests that there is no canonical trace 
class positive approximant. The next lemma gives the most general result 
that is known; the generality cannot be improved easily as we indicate with 
a counterexample after the theorem. We shall pursue the method of proof 
subsequently. 

3.1. LEMMA. Let A = B + iC, B* = B, C* = C, be an operator satisfying 
one of the conditions in Theorem 1.1. If B is nonnegative or nonpositive then 
B+ is a trace class positive approximant for A. 

Proof: Let {ej} be an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors for 
C with Aj the eigenvalue corresponding to ej. If R is any nonnegative 
operator then 

IA-Rll,>C I((A-R))ej,ej>l=C C(((B-R)ej,ej))2+12~11’2. 
i i 

If B 2 0 then we note that 

lIA-RIl12C I~~l~ll~ll~~II~~~II~~ 

which proves that B+ = B is a trace class positive approximant. 
If B < 0 then it follows from Corollary 2.4 that B+ = 0 is a trace class 

positive approximant for A. 

Lemma 3.1 might lead the reader to conjecture that B+ is always a trace 
class positive approximant for A = B + iC, B* = B, C* = C. Such a conjec- 
ture is false, as we demonstrate. Define A by 

A=B+iC with B=[i i] and C=[:r, -02i]. 

It follows that B+ = [i :] and it is routine to determine that the spectrum 
of IA-B’/ is 

I-,&q5 

consequently, 

l)A+B+)l,=tr IA-BB+\=Jq+Jq=2,/% 

Since (IA 11 i = 4, we see that the zero operator is closer to A than B+ is. 
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The next theorem gives a condition that is sufficient for B to be the 
unique trace class positive approximant of A = B + iC, B 2 0, C* = C. The 
next t.heorem is an essential step in the proof of our main result. 

3.2. THEOREM. Let A = B + iC, B 2 0, C* = C, be an operator satisfying 
one of the conditions in Theorem 1.1. Zf C is nonnegative or nonpositive then 
B is the unique trace class approximant for A. 

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain the following for R any 
nonnegative operator: 

lIA-RII1>~ I((A--R)ejyej>I 
j 

2 C ((A-R)ej,ej> 
i 

= C ((B-R)ej,ej)+iC 1, 
i i 

If R is a trace class positive approximant of A then equality holds 
throughout the preceding inequalities, and we have 

IJA - RI1 I = Itr(A - R)I. 

By the last part of Theorem 8.6 of pp. 104-105 of [lo], we conclude that 
e-“(A - R) is a nonnegative operator for 0 = arg tr(A - R). The equality in 
the preceding inequalities implies that 

tr(A - R) = +i 1 Aj. 

Thus, we know that either 

-i(A-RR)= -i(B-R)+C 

or 

i(A-R)=i(B-RR)-C 

is a nonnegative operator. In either case this implies that B-R = 0, as 
desired. 
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We shall prove a very strong partial converse to Theorem 3.2 in the next 
lemma. The counterexample following the lemma shows that it cannot 
easily be improved. 

3.3. LEMMA. Assume that A = B+ iC, C* = C, satkfies one of the 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 and that B is an invertible nonnegative operator. !f 
C is neither nonnegative nor nonpositive, then A does not have a unique trace 
class positive approximant. 

Proof: Decompose H into H,@ H, OH, where orthonormal bases for 
the three summands are {e,}, {h}, and (g,}, respectively, and 

Cej = 0, 

and 

cgj = PI Sj with p, < 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . 

Note that if the summand H, is trivial then it follows that C is nonpositive. 
A similar observation applies to H,. Thus, the bases { fi} and {g,} exist. 

Define I’* by 

V*e, = ie,, v*fi=if, and V*g,= -is, for every j. 

Note that V* is unitary and 

A-B=iC= V* ICI. 

For positive E define P, by 

p,= c.9 8,) iEf1- (.Tfi> ix, 

and define R, by 

R,=B+P,. 

Since B is invertible there exists a positive 6 such that 

(&if)26 lifll' 

for every f E H. It is routine to verify that P, is self adjoint and 11 P,II = E. 
Thus, for positive E not exceeding 6 we have 
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We shall show that R, is a trace class positive approximant of A for all 
positive E sufficiently small. Note that 

and so 

VA - R,) = ICI - ( .y g, > JY-, - ( .y fi > ix,. 

For all v E span{ fi, g, }, we have 

(ICI 0, v)2min{A,, 1~~1) >O. 

Thus, for all positive E not exceeding this minimum 

is a nonnegative operator. 
For any operator T if U is a unitary operator and UT is a nonnegative 

operator, say P, then U* P is a polar factorization for T because 

and 

T* T = PUU* P = P2 

I TI = P. 

It follows from the preceding sentence and the preceding paragraph that 

V(A-R,)=IA-R,I. 

Since re I’=0 the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied and we have 
shown that R, is a trace class positive approximant of A for all positive E 
sufficiently small. 

According to Lemma 3.1, B is a trace class positive approximant for 
A = B + iC, C* = C, whenever B > 0. This might lead the reader to conjec- 
ture that it is not necessary to require B to be invertible in Lemma 3.3. 
That conjecture is false. 

3.4. COUNTEREXAMPLE. If B is not required to be invertible in Lemma 
3.3 then the conclusion is false. 

Proof: Let A = B + iC, where 

B= 
1 0 [ 1 0 0 

and cc O l [ 1 10’ 

409 I?? I-R 
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Define v, and v2 by 

and 

and note that 

cv, = v, and cv,= -vz. 

If follows from Lemma 3.1 that B is a trace class positive approximant of A 
and so 

inf{~~A-RII,:R30}=ll~-Bll~=IICll, 

=tr lCl=trZ=2. 

Let R be a trace class positive approximant of A; for brevity, let 
D=B-R so that A-R=D+iC. Note that 

II~+~~II~3I~~~+~~~~~,~,~I+I~(~+~~)~,,~,)I 

=I(Dv,,v,)+il+l(Dv,,v,)-il 
>lil+I--iI=2 

and the equation IlD + iC(I i = 2 implies 

(Dv,, vl)=O= (Dv,, vz). 

Thus, we have 

1 b 
R= b o. [ 1 

It is easily seen that b must be 0 in order for R to be nonnegative. Thus, 
R = B and A has a unique trace class positive approximant despite the fact 
that C is neither nonnegative nor nonpositive. 

Now we can state our main theorem. 

3.5. THEOREM. Assume that A = B+ iC, C* = C, satisfies one of the 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 and that B is an invertible nonnegative operator. 
The operator A has a unique trace class positive approximant if and only if C 
is either nonnegative or nonpositive. 

Proof. The “if” part of the theorem was proved in Theorem 3.2 and the 
“only if” part was proved in Lemma 3.3. 
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4. REMARKS 

In [5] (and in [ 1 ] for dim H < cc ) it is proved that B+ is a trace class 
positive approximant for A = B + iC, B* = B, C* = C, provided A is 
normal. In [S] it is proved that B+ is the unique trace class positive 
approximant for the normal operator A if and only if the spectrum of A 
does not intersect both of the sets {z: re z > 0, im z > 0) and {z: re z > 0, 
im z <: O}. For a finite dimensional Hilbert space T. Ando discovered that 
Theorem 3.2 is true without requiring that BBO; his proof, which is based 
on Theorem 2.2, is completely different from the proof given here. 
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